REGATTA DIRECTOR NOTICE #005
Issued 9 December 2020

RE: Team Chase Boat Operating Instructions
In accordance with RRSAC 87.1(c), each team will receive four chase boat flags that shall
be used as follows:
Prior to its yacht racing in the next race and when no other yacht is racing on the
course
Chase 1: permitted into the course and corridor. Limit speed to 20 knots when in the
corridor.
Chase 2: permitted into the course and corridor. Limit speed to 20 knots when in the
corridor and to be in the corridor at the warning signal.
Chase 3: permitted to be used as a hospitality boat for team guests in the corridor going
20 knots. This boat shall travel on the opposite side of corridor as Chase 2.
Chase 4: only to enter the course area in the event a race yacht needs a repair or extra
parts. Permission for this boat to enter the course must be granted by me before entering.
This boat must exit the course as soon as the necessary work is completed.
When a yacht is racing in the current race
Chase 1: permitted to follow the race yacht while racing
Chase 2: permitted to travel up and down the corridor (outside the course boundary) at 20
knots, covering 25%-75% of the leg
Chase 3: permitted to be used as a hospitality boat for team guests in the corridor going
20 knots. This boat shall travel on the opposite side of corridor as Chase 2.

When a yacht is not racing in the current race
Chase boats of yachts not racing in an active race are not allowed on the course or in the
corridor. They may remain with their race yacht in the holding pen or outside the Spectator
Perimeter.

Iain Murray
Regatta Director

